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Extended Abstract
In recent decades, gas turbine engines have been used extensively in prime movers and devices for power generation
[1]. The stabilization of the flame has been attained in most gas turbine combustors using swirling flows. The reacting
swirling flows in a combustor involves a complex interaction of the turbulent flow field with chemical reactions [2]. Due to
financial requirements and technical challenges in the experiments, numerical investigation on this complex interaction has
caught the attention of researchers.
High-fidelity numerical studies related to combustors involving swirling confined flames have been carried out
continuously. The effects of confinement on premixed turbulent swirling flame have been studied by Nogenmyr et al. [3] by
using large eddy simulation (LES). LES of a swirl-stabilized kerosene spray flame has been performed by Georg et al. [4] to
study the performance of combustors. The non-premixed swirl-stabilized flames have been extensively studied using LES
with advanced combustion models [5-8]. It may be observed in the literature that LES with conditional moment closure
(CMC) model has capabilities to handle complex processes in the strong swirling flames [5, 8]. Hence, LES-CMC method
may be used to predict complex interaction of the turbulent flow field with chemical reactions in gas turbine combustors.
In this work, Technische Flammen (TECFLAM) combustor [9] has been considered for numerical simulations using a
three-dimensional (3D) LES-CMC approach. Several features and configurations of this combustor close to the gas turbines
make it particularly suitable to study the complex phenomenon of the interaction between the flow and the chemistry. The
TECFLAM combustion chamber consists of a central bluff-body, which is surrounded by a wide ring for the fuel (methane)
and the swirled air inlets, and a water-cooled cylindrical chamber. More detailed configuration of the TECFLAM combustor
may be found elsewhere [9, 10].
Formerly in our laboratory, the first-order CMC model was integrated with OpenFOAM (Open-source Field Operation
And Manipulation) package called cmcFoam solver [11]. The solver allows the use of structured or unstructured mesh for
the CMC grid with a parallelized algorithm and makes the code suitable for solving combustion problems in complex
geometries. This solver was employed to study the structure of the non-premixed swirl-stabilized CH4/H2 flame using the
RSM-CMC approach [12]. In the current study, LES and CMC calculations have been carried out using separate numerical
grids (finer for LES and coarser for CMC) in order to reduce the computational effort. The coupling between LES and CMC
has been achieved through filtered density and temperature in OpenFOAM using a script file. The strong swirling confined
flames in the TECFLAM combustor, which develops from the interaction of a strongly swirling flow with fuel jets, has been
studied. The numerical results predicted by LES-CMC code have been compared with measured data. The qualitative features
of the flame (velocity, temperature and species concentrations) have been studied thoroughly.
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